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	Introduction to the Command Line (Second Edition): The Fat Free Guide to Unix and Linux Commands, 9781450588300 (1450588301), CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	The command line can be an intimidating and unforgiving environment. Unlike working in graphical environments, it's not entirely clear what commands one must execute in a terminal to accomplish a given task. Couple this with the fact that the command line does not prevent you from doing things that might cause irreparable damage to your system, and it becomes clear why many people never take the time to learn how to use it.


	Despite the hidden dangers and uncertainty faced by new users (known jokingly as "newbies" in the technology industry), you shouldn't fear the command line. Armed with the information in this book you will acquire the skills necessary to become more proficient in the command line environment. You will discover that most Unix, Linux, and BSD systems share the same core architecture, with only a few subtle differences. After learning the basic architecture and commands of Unix, Linux, and BSD systems you will easily be able to transition between the different platforms.
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Clinical Neurological Examination and LocalizationSpringer, 2021

	Bedside Neurological examination is an important tool in diagnosing neurological disorders .  Despite significant advances in the investigations available for diagnosing neurological disorders bedside neurological examination remains the cornerstone in diagnosing neurological disorders and should  not only  be conducted prior...

		

Office 2016 All-In-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	The fast and easy way to get things done with Office
	
		Perplexed by PowerPoint? Looking to excel at Excel? From Access to Word—and every application in between—this all-encompassing guide provides plain-English guidance on mastering the entire Microsoft Office suite. Through easy-to-follow instruction, you'll...



		

CCSP Cisco Secure VPN Exam Certification Guide (CCSP Self-Study)Cisco Press, 2003
The primary goal of this book is to help you prepare to pass either the 9E0-121 or 642-511 Cisco Secure
VPN (CSVPN) exams as you strive to attain the CCSP certification or a focused VPN certification. Adhering
to the premise that, as individuals, we each retain information better through different media, this book provides
a variety...




	

Sherman (Great Generals)Palgrave Macmillan, 2009
"A fast-paced look at the military career of Grant’s most trusted, effective subordinate, the latest from the publisher’s handy Great Generals Series." -- Kirkus Reviews








 
"An excellent brief life of a major and controversial...











		

Advanced Automotive Fault Diagnosis, Second EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
The aspect I still enjoy most about working on vehicles is being able to diagnose a fault that has beaten others! This skill takes a few years to develop but it is worth the effort. Diagnostic work is much like that of a detective solving a difficult crime, all the clues are usually there – if you know where to look. I think it was Sherlock...

		

101 Sample Write-Ups for Documenting Employee Performance Problems: A Guide to Progressive Discipline & TerminationAMACOM, 2010

	There's no escaping problem employees. But with 101 prewritten disciplinary write-ups at a manager's fingertips, there is a way to escape the headaches, anxiety, and potential legal trouble of performance review or counseling sessions. Completely updated and covering the latest developments in employment law, the second edition of...
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